Directions: Punctuate the following sentences correctly. Identify the sentence patterns used.

1. My father is going to retire next year, but my mother is going to continue working.
   sentence pattern: IC, EC, IC

2. Irene is going to call you when she gets home.
   sentence pattern: IC, EC

3. When the game is over, we're going to meet at a nearby restaurant.
   sentence pattern: SC, IC

4. If the pilot gets sick during a flight, the copilot takes over.
   sentence pattern: SC, IC

5. Lena and Sylvia are sisters; however, they do not get along very well.
   sentence pattern: IC; CA, IC

6. The president postponed the budget meeting; he had another engagement.
   sentence pattern: IC; IC

7. As soon as we get paid, we're going to buy some new clothes.
   sentence pattern: SC, IC

8. The meeting starts at 1:00 pm, so let's plan to have lunch at 11:30.
   sentence pattern: IC, EC, IC

9. The student missed several class meetings; consequently, he did not do well on the final exam.
   sentence pattern: IC; CA, IC

10. The restaurant gets busy around 7:00 pm; although, it opens at 5:00 pm.
    sentence pattern: IC; CA, IC